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President’s Message

I

t is officially Fall folks, which to this Chapter marks more than a change of
season. We begin our new fiscal year with the addition of five new Board
Directors. Ed Hagerott, Bob Huey, and Clive Morris have agreed to step into
leadership positions for the Chapter for the first time, and will be much needed and appreciated additions
providing a seamless transition this time next year, as we will have a large turnover of expiring terms. This
past year the Board of Directors made decisions to make two leadership positions, the Davidson River Project Coordinator and the Communications Chair, full Director positions and Tim Schubmehl and Linda Byington have agreed to serve respectively. Our chapter owes gratitude to our favorite joke telling doctor, Mike
Dennis, who served well past his initial term and does so much for this chapter and NC Rivercourse. We
also thank the dynamic duo of John and Shirley Johnson who served in tandem as Director and Secretary for
the Chapter and continue to volunteer their services on various projects such as stockings and the upkeep of
the kiosks at the Davidson and the Green River.

Fall also brings with it the stocking of the Delayed Harvest waters, offering exciting catch-and-release opportunities all over our region. That means we can set aside the 2/3 weights of the small blue line streams and bring back out the 4/5 weights for the stocked
rainbows, browns and brookies in the somewhat larger rivers. Thanks to all our volunteers who help with the fish stockings, especially Jack Soyak for leading the efforts on the Little River, and for this month John Johnson and Dave Maxwell for taking care of the
Green River stocking on the 3rd.
Speaking of the Green River, I want to plead one more time for volunteers to help out on Saturday morning (October 6 th) with the
litter clean-up along the Green River. This is the annual Polk County NC Big Sweep effort. While we have had small representation
from the Pisgah Chapter in the past, I truly believe we can have a bigger presence for this public service project. All it takes is 2-3
hours in the morning around which you will have the opportunity to hook –up with those newly stocked trout. In exchange our chapter can prove that we care about the quality of the rivers and streams we fish. Just show up at Fishtop parking/access area at 9:00 a.m.
Speaking of public service, I want to thank Tim Schubmehl for directing the latest (and driest) effort of the Davidson River Project,
and of course Lori Stroup of the Forest Service and all the volunteers who dedicated a day to address a severely eroded access point
at the heavily used Sycamore Flats picnic area. More information is provided later in this edition of Snag and Snarls.
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Speaking of Sycamore Flats, please make sure you do not miss our Chapter Picnic on Saturday October 13 th! Again read further in
this issue to learn more about this fun event, as we return the picnic to the Autumn and to our ‘home waters’.
Finally, our chapter meeting on October 11 th will feature our favorite Coldwater Research Coordinator and Fisheries Biologist of
the NC Wildlife Resources Commission, Jacob Rash! Jake is sure to regale us with up-to-date tales of all things vital to the world
of western NC trout.
Peace and snag free fishing to all,
Mark Byington

Chapter Meeting
September 13, 2012
Rob Keith, Trout
Unlimited Volunteer Operations
Coordinator

Bryan Moore, Trout Unlimited Vice President for
Volunteer Operations &
Watershed Programs
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Pisgah Chapter Annual Picnic
Sycamore Flats October 13, 2012
Since the mid-1970's Pisgah Chapter has held an annual picnic to bring together chapter
members, spouses and family members in a social gathering where food and fun (and maybe
a little fishing) are the agenda. For many of those early years, the picnic was held on the
Davidson. On October 13, 2012, the PCTU Annual Picnic returns to the Davidson. This year
we have reserved the shelter at Sycamore Flats and our celebration will include member
recognitions.
We will get started around noon. There'll be plenty of time for fishing and socializing. Somewhere around 2:30 or so we'll crank up the grill and cook some burgers. We'll
supply burgers, buns, condiments, plates, etc., soft drinks, ice and bottled water. Please
bring your beverage of choice if not one of these. However, please note that alcoholic beverages are prohibited at the Flats. Also, please bring a side dish or a dessert to
share. Please email me at linda.byington188@gmail.com to RSVP and let me know what you
will bring to share (once we had 8 coleslaws).
See you at the picnic,
Linda

Welcome New Members
Snags and
Snarls

Curt Cline

is published eleven
times a year by the
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Trout Unlimited, a non
- profit organization
for its members and supporters.
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From the Editor

A

s most of you have noticed by now our web site http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org/ has back issues of
Snags & Snarls. Now that we are on the World Wide Web if you do a Google search for “Chris’s
Green Whopper” the first item to come up on the search is Snags & Snarls July 2011. If you Google “Musky
Fishing French Broad” the eighth item to come up is the same issue of Snags & Snarls. Try It! jh

CATCH & RELEASE TIPS:
Use barbless hooks.
If you use a net, use one made of rubber. Net your fish if it is the only way to
control it.
Wet your hands when handling fish. Dry hands and gloves will remove its protective slime coating and scales.
Do not beach a fish
Try not to remove the fish from the water. If you must, be quick and gentle, do
not squeeze the fish.
If the hook is deep, cut the leader. Flies are cheap!
To revive the fish, hold it under the belly and by the tail, keep it in an upright
position underwater, do not move the fish back and forth. Hold the fish facing
the current. Be patient and give the fish as much time as it needs to recover and
swim away on its own.
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Some Basics for getting into fly fishing for trout
Chris Ellis

I

received an e-mail from a member of our Pisgah Trout Unlimited e-mail list who was interested in learning about fly fishing for trout. I sent him several e-mails describing the equipment and advice and it occurred to me that perhaps this information may help others who are
new to the sport. The following is from my experience which provides several paths to consider when gearing up for this wonderful pastime.
Rod selection is important, and a 4 or 5 wt rod, 8 1/2 to 9 feet length is a good choice for our
mountain trout. The reel is not super important but you can probably get a suitable one for
$30 to $100. Large arbor reels are the trend but lighter is better.
The Pisgah Trout Unlimited chapter has a fly fishing school on April 20, 2013 which is one of the best around
and inexpensive. The fly line must match your rod weight and a good line ($60), probably a double taper, is a
good choice. There are a lot of good fly rods and bad ones. Even a Glass Eagle Claw is not a bad choice. The
rod will be more important as you increase your skill. The 4 piece rods are very portable but the 2 piece rods
are less expensive
Sage, G. Lomas, Thomas and Thomas, Winston, and Orvis are some of the better brands. These are some examples of mid-range options - new:
St. Croix Imperial 8'6" #4 rod with case............................$200.00
Lamson Konic 1.5 Reel ................................................$189.00
.
Wading boots are important. They can easily set you back $80- $200. I like boots with flat tacky rubber treads
so I can climb up banks. Some folks use carbide lugs to keep from slipping on rocks or felt bottoms (felt is like
skiing on leaves). You can buy Ozark hiking boots (the all synthetic hiking boot) at Wal-Mart for $20 and
they work great. I usually wet wade in the late spring, summer, and early fall (without waders). I use polyester long Johns under my wading pants when the air cools. Nylon wading pants are the best because they dry
quickly.
Other equipment you will need are nippers, flies (dry, nymphs, wooly bugger), tippet of various sizes (4x, 5x,
6x), silicon floating, hemostat (removing hooks, and flattening hook barbs), small bb shots for weight, indicators for nymph fishing, and a vest or chest pack of some sort. You can buy your tools at your local fly shop, on
EBay, Wal-Mart, or a variety of online sporting companies. Eventually you may want to buy fluorocarbon
tippet which is less visible under slow clear water conditions. Polarized sunglasses are also helpful to see fish
through the glare on the water. Perhaps you need magnifiers to help you see when you tie your fly to the tippet.
Eventually, mid-October to Mid-November you need waders (breathable) with wading boots of a large enough
size and gravel guards to protect your waders.
There are a lot of videos on fly fishing online. However, you can get a lot of help from your local Trout Unlimited chapters. Local Fly Shops can give you a lot of information and provide you with flies and accessories.
They can guide you to the best equipment. In some cases they may have less expensive startup kits with rod,
reel, fly line, tippet, and flies for $100 - $150.
The waders and boots will be more expensive, but they can set you up with good quality equipment that you
can try out and will fit you and will last. Or you can try and outfit yourself from EBay for higher end used
equipment or lower cost/quality new equipment. Part of this decision depends on how often you fish.
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Some Basics for getting into fly fishing for trout

cntinued

You may want to start out with less expense equipment to determine if you are really into the sport before
you upgrade or outfit yourself (this way you “takes your chances”).
The advantage of buying from a fly shop is trying the equipment before you buy. Also you can test rods before you buy them. If you want a good fit and a good quality set of equipment, a local fly shop can set you
up better because of their expert advice. For top equipment it won’t cost much more at the fly shop then
from mail order.
If you decide to outfit yourself, look to Orvis, Bass Pro, Cabalas, Wal-Mart (not the best choice for rods), or
Amazon, etc for rod/reel combos. There are lots of reviews on equipment on the internet if you are willing
to do the research.
Flies go from $1.00 - 3.50 apiece. So eventually you may want to get some used fly tying equipment off
EBay and start tying elk hair caddis, hairs ear nymphs, wooly buggers, royal coachman, and Adams flies to
defray the cost. This depends in part on how often you fish. Once you are “hooked” you may want to upgrade to better equipment and take some fly tying classes (local fly shops often offer these).
You can often get used rods for 1/2 the price on Ebay For example, I have a 9 ft 4 wt Sage XP 4 piece that I
love, and paid $350 for the rod, Ross reel, and line - used (new close to $1000). One thing to be aware of in
selecting a rod is the speed or action of a rod. A fast action 4 wt 9 foot Sage will toss wooly burgers and has
enough length to help prevent a break off when a larger fish hits a fly on a light tippet (for example 6x or 7x
tippet used when fishing under very clear water conditions with small dry flies).
A slow rod is more forgiving but will not toss as heavy a fly unless it is a heavier wt. rod. A 6 wt 8 1/2 fast
rod will break off a fly very easily with a light tippet. I have a 6 wt. that I only use for small mouth bass
now, so I learned this the hard way. When fishing, keep your rod tip angled away from your fly line. If a
fish hits a fly and you are pointing the rod tip at the fly, you get no help from the flex of the rod and will
break off.
There are a lot of variations with a slow end rod section and a faster butt rod section. This is something that
you would need to evaluate after experience from fishing a lot of different rods. A slow light wt. rod can
cause a problem when landing a larger fish, but a 4 wt. fast rod should give you no problems. A fish is generally more fun to play on a light wt. rod.
Rod tips break. I have broken and had to repair 3 tips in the past. Car trunks, car doors, other equipment falling on an unprotected rod are often the culprits. You need to be very careful to break your rod down and
store in its sleeve and tube for transport. High end rods usually have replacement/repair bundled with the
purchase price. So if you buy a less expensive rod or used rod you need to be more careful.
I recommend you crimp the barbs on your hooks with your forceps or small piers. The hooks go into fish
much easier, and can be also removed easier. They also are easier to remove from your finger or ear without
the barb.
These are some of the skills you will need to learn. Your will need to learn casting techniques, how to tie a
double surgeons knot for joining tippets to the leader (71/2 to 9 ft tapered leader), and how to tie a clinch
knot to attach your fly. You will also need to understand how to read the water.
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Some Basics for getting into fly fishing for trout

cntinued

Reading the water means you assess where the fish are likely to be holding and feeding. Fish often are just
below or to the side of fast water in the slower eddy where they use less energy, but are poised to grab food.
You need to recognize structure, the bubble line, and how to approach and present your flies without spooking the fish. Line control and maintaining a drag free float are other skills enhanced by instruction and experience that will increase you fishing success. Knowledge of the life cycles of aquatic and terrestrial insects
will also help you make appropriate fly selection.
Once you hook a fish, the main thing is to keep your rod tip high and your line tight. I generally try to either
remove the hook with my forceps while it is still in the water or wet my hands and pick it up to remove the

hook. When the water is warm you want to land and release a fish as soon as possible or you
might kill it. I usually limit my fishing in mid-Summer to small head water cooler streams
because of this.
I have a catch and release net but I don’t use it much. There are times a net is a good thing to
have. Especially if you are boat fishing or catching larger trout with no good place to land
them.
These are my observations after actively fly fishing for 10 years. Undoubtedly there are
many variations of advice you will receive from other experienced fishermen. I hope this
helps you on your way to a long and enjoyable journey that for many lasts a lifetime.
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2012 Arbuckle Award Recipient Named

T

he Community Foundation of Henderson County recently announced The Pisgah Chapter of
Trout Unlimited William L. Arbuckle Memorial Scholarship in the amount of $1,000.00 has

been awarded to Justin R. Wolbert, a graduate student at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville in
the Wildlife and Fisheries Science curriculum. Justin was chosen amongst 13 candidates for this
award.
The award is granted to a recipient who
is accepted to an accredited degree granting college or university located in a state
within the Southern Appalachian Region.
Candidates must be pursuing an undergraduate and / or graduate degree in the
field of fisheries / freshwater biology / aquaculture / wildlife management / or other related fields; with special consideration given to those focused on fresh water
fisheries and / or native trout populations.
This memorial fund was established in 2006 and honors the memory of William “Bill” L. Arbuckle, an
avid fisherman, supporter and former director of The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited. Mr. Arbuckle contributed much of his time, talent and resources to the success of the chapter.
Justin Wolbert, the award recipient served over 6 years in the United States Air Force on active duty
in the Middle East, earning multiple service related medals prior to attending the University of Tennessee. His honors graduate studies are concentrated in two specific areas: the growth of the smallmouth bass population on the Pigeon River from the headwaters in NC to the mouth in TN and the
comprehensive surveying of the industrial impact along the same river. Additionally, Justin has been
actively involved in the development of an Environmental Science curriculum for the elementary
school system in Maryville, TN.
Justin stated in his follow-up letter, that he would like to “thank the chapter for their selfless contribution and I am honored to be a recipient. I will continue to press forward with my education with honor and pride.” Justin hopes to attend one of our chapter meetings during his spring semester.
Kiki Matthews
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Success!!

M

other Nature finally cooperated and provided us with
a picture perfect day to get some fresh air and exercise.

(17) TU volunteers arrived by 9:30AM with the project
mostly completed by 4:00PM. Excavation for the (13)
Tim Schubmehl
steps went better than anticipated since most of the soil
was years of sediment deposited in the bend of the river
with just a few rocks. Teams took turns excavating while others assembled the
step boxes and hauled gravel. We looked like we had done this before!!
In addition we were able to install (3) of the line recycling containers; (2) at Sycamore Flats and (1) at the bridge going into Davidson River Campground.
We also helped Lorie Stroup dismantle a good size rock dam and sluiceway adjacent to the steps that visitors had spent quite a bit of time building. This prompted installing a sign indicating that rocks are not to be moved it the river.
Thanks to all that attended which included (2) new members, Howard Sager and
John Jessen. In addition we had a Brevard Middle School student, Spencer Childers and his mother Cheryl participate as part of his school volunteer program.
Others members included: Alan Frank, Bill Sanislow, Peter Litvinchyk, Kiki
Matthews, John Rich, Mark Byington , Linda Byington, Clive Morris, Mike Hanesworth, Dave Maxwell, Bob Daubert, Skip Sheldon, Tim Schubmehl.
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Fly of the Month
Black Stonefl y
Jim Hoskinson

B

ACKGOUND: Recently I have limited my fishing activities to float trips on the Catawba River near
Morganton. Stoneflies, especially black, appear to be the fly of choice there. As a result I set out to
search the web to come up with the “ultimate stonefly.” I tried many materials both old and new in coming
up with my stonefly. The trout like it too.
Black Stonefly
Hook: Dai-Riki #700B 10-16 Bent Nymph
Thread: Black 8/0 .
Tail: Black Spanflex
Abdomen: Fine Copper Wire, Black Scud
Back & Black Micro-Polar Chenille—or Black
& Brown.
Thorax: Black or Black & Brown Micro-Polar
Chenille, .
Legs: Black Spanflex
Wing case: Clear Scud Back, Green Flashback.
Notes: I believe that Spanflex Legs impart
more “wiggle” than rubber legs, and MicroPolar Chenille imparts a very life-like appearance.

Step 1: Pinch the barb, & bend the hook further.
I find this additional bend imparts a more realistic look.
Size 12 #700B
Normal Bend

Increased Bend
Step 2: Add lead Wire & a drop of Zap-A-Gap. I
use black yarn to build up the back of the hook.
Add Spanflex Tail.

Step 3: Tie in Copper Wire, Scud Back, & MicroPolar Chenille.

Step 4: Wrap Chenille, Bring Scud Back over the
body & Wrap Wire.
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Step 4: Tie in Clear Scud Back, Flashback, &
Chenille. Add Spanflex Legs.

Step 5 Finished Black Stonefly

T

hough less prolific than mayflies and caddisflies, many stonefly species make up for in
size what they lack in numbers. Because they emerge
by crawling out of the water onto land, the hatching
adults are not eaten by trout, but their large nymphs
are welcome food year-round. In the Western states,
where stoneflies are most prolific, trout sometimes
feed selectively on the egg-laying adults as they return to the water.
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Calendar of Events—2012

October 2 Board Meeting 6:30 Flat Rock Wood Room
October 11 General Meeting 6:45 Social 7:15 Meeting
Pardee Health Center—Blue Ridge Mall
Hendersonville, NC
Speaker Jacob Rash - Fisheries Biologist NCWRC

October 13 PCTU Annual Picnic—Sycamore Flats

Fall Stocking Schedule Announced
The NCWRC has posted its Fall Stocking Schedule for Delayed Harvest Streams .
For more information: use the link below to the NCWRC website
http://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Fishing/documents/TROUT_MAP.PDF

Stocking Schedule

October

November

Green River

3

1

Little River

4

5

North Mills River

4

1

East Fork French Broad River

2

6

West Fork Pigeon River

1

2

2,3

6,7

1

1

Tuckasegee River
Shelton Laurel / Big Laurel
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Pisgah Chapter Directory
President

Mark Byington

864-979-7436

markb@byingtonla.net

Vice President.

Chris Ellis

864-458-6240

chris.ellis@us.michelin.com

Treasurer
Past President.
Director

Skip Sheldon
Kiki Matthews
John Kies

828-891-3264
828-696-1599

shelhalla@bellsouth.net)
kikimatthews@bellsouth.net
johnkies@bellsouth.net

Director –Education

David Pierce

piercefordp@yahoo.com

Director

Charlie Dotson

cdotson7231@yahoo.com

Director

Joe Moore

No e-mail

Director

Brandon Apodaca

brandona52@yahoo.com

Director –Conservation

John Rich

cosw@netzero.net

Director-DRP

Tim Schubmehl

tschubmehl@hotmail.com

Secretary

Director-Communications Linda Byington

Linda.byington188@gmail.com

Director

Clive Morris

clivemorris@gmail.com

Director

Bob Huey

dphuey@comporium.net

Director
Newsletter Editor

Ed Hagerott
Jim Hoskinson

edhagerott@yahoo.com

jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Mentors List
Chapter Members listed below are available to accompany
one or two members who would like to learn more about fly
fishing in our streams. If you are just beginning to fly fish,
here’s an opportunity to get help from some knowledgeable
anglers.
Bob Daubert

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450*

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

Legend: * weekends only
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